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Making a BEMS
work for you
By Wayne Ward, managing director, BSSEC Ltd

B

uildings are initially
designed to meet an
operational need, aesthetic
aspirations, performance
standards, technical
standards and planning constraints.
This leads to an often complex and
sometimes conflicting requirement
of control to maintain efficient
operation of the systems within a
building.
Smaller buildings may have
localised independent controls for
energy systems, but for larger or
more complex buildings, sites with
multiple buildings, or companies with
a portfolio of buildings on multiple
sites integrated Building Energy
Management Systems (BEMS) allow
greater knowledge of and control of
the energy. Their purpose is to collect
information, understand energy use
and effect control of equipment for
efficient energy consumption.

Key target of a BEMS
As the name suggests, energy
management is the key target of
a BEMS, as opposed to Building
Management Systems (BMS)
which can be used to control a
wide range of building systems
including those related to energy.
BEMS are integrated, computerised
applications for monitoring and
controlling energy-related building
services plant and equipment
such as heating, ventilation and
air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
lighting and power systems.
A well-specified and
comprehensive BEMS will typically
have the following functional
requirements:
• be able to gather information
from multiple sources such as
existing sensor networks, new

sensors, available external data
sources (e.g. weather forecast),
WP3 solutions and other internal
or external inputs through open/
standard protocols;
• integrate the information to allow
a common analysis, presentation and
control medium;
• store the data to allow a historical
record for further evaluation and
comparison;
• be able to generate reports to
present the monitored information
in an understandable and useable
format;
• be able to analyse data to
optimise control of the building
for internal comfort and energy
efficiency;
• be able to generate control
strategies from gathered data
• have the facility to prioritise load
balancing between multiple energy
sources if present such as local
generation and grid supplied;
• monitor real time data and

make corrective changes to control
strategies and equipment operation;
• be able to provide alerts on out of
range operation, energy waste, failed
inputs or failed components;
• monitor control operation
and provide feedback on
implementation;
• have the facility to switch
between automatic and manual
operation;
• have a user-friendly interface to
display and have user interaction
with real time data, energy use
profiles, historical data, energy use
charts and graphs, input sources,
predictive profiles, alarms, alerts and
control strategies;
• provide details of conflict with
the building operation, such as when
heating and cooling are operating
simultaneously and be able to
implement changes to prevent this;
• the ability to integrate with
equipment control systems to
automate responses and input data;
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and
• the ability to provide early
warnings for any mechanical or
electrical failures.
Noting the functional
requirements it is clear that BEMS
will become increasingly effective
as the Internet of Things provides
more data collection mediums and
equipment control opportunities into
the market This will allow solutions
to be developed for smaller buildings
but also increase the importance of
open protocols in data collection and
control.

Impacts on energy consumption
It is well known that Building
Automation and Control Systems
(BACS) can have significant impacts
on the energy consumption of
buildings, and on the well being of
their occupants.
The BS EN 15232:2017 Standard:
Energy Performance of Buildings
– Impact of Building Automation,
Controls, and Building Management
was developed to compliment the
Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive (EPBD) and sets out energy
performance classes for building
automation and control as follows:
• Class A – High Energy
performance building automation
and control system (BACS) and
Technical Building Management
(TBM), typically including individual
room control for services such as
lighting and HVAC;
• Class B – Advanced BACS and
TBM;
• Class C – Standard BACS; and
• Class D – Non energy efficient
BACS.
The BS EN 15232:2017 standard
includes the following:
• a list of control, automation, and
technical management functions
that affect the energy performance
of buildings;
• a method for defining the
minimum requirements for the
control, automation, and technical
building management functions
implemented in different types of
buildings;
• detailed procedures for
quantifying the impact these
functions have on the energy
performance of a building;
• a simplified method to obtain

an initial estimate of the impact
these functions have on the energy
performance of buildings
To meet an A Class rating
installations would typically have to
include:
• heating - individual room control
with communication between
controllers, indoor temperature
control of distributed network water
temperature, and total interlock
between heating and cooling;
• ventilation/air conditioning
control – Demand- or presencedependent airflow control at
room level, variable set point with
load dependent compensation of
supply temperature control, room
or exhaust or supply air humidity
control;
• lighting - automatic daylight
control, automatic occupancy
detection manual on/auto off,
automatic occupancy detection
manual on/dimmed, automatic
occupancy detection auto on/auto
off, automatic occupancy detection
auto on/dimmed; and
• sun protection - combined light,
blind, and HVAC control.
One of BS EN 15232’s core drivers is
an integrated approach to demandled controls in buildings intended to
ensure that different energy-using
systems can communicate and be
controlled in harmony. The use of
open protocols such as BACnet can

assist in delivering integration but
issues are often found when trying to
connect legacy equipment.

Facilitate requirements
A typical BES installation will
facilitate the functional requirements
and include a software and
hardware installation suitable for the
complexity and controllability of the
building in which it is installed. This
may include:
• software: the data collection,
evaluation and control software,
providing the interpretation of
information into the user interface,
implementation of control
algorithms, control strategy,
feedback management and alarms;
• user interface: the dashboard/
terminal for data reporting and
interaction with the building
automation and control system
(BACS). This could be multi-site or
stand-alone terminal, cloud based or
portable for use on laptops, tabled or
smartphone;
• network - hard wire or wireless;
• communications protocol:
the ‘language’ used by the BACS
components;
• output devices: these carry out
commands from the controller;
• controllers: deliver the system’s
response from the collected data,
using algorithms that apply logic and
send commands; and

• sensors: measure values such
as temperature, humidity, lighting
levels, CO2 levels, room occupancy.
When undertaking an energy audit
of a site with a BEMS installation it is
important to understand the system
installed, access arrangements
and what parameters it should be
working to, to be able to assess
whether it is working as designed
and to optimum levels.
When undertaking a building
energy audit to BS EN 16247 Part 2
or ISO 50002, include a thorough
review if the BEMS system including
the following:
• pre audit - request energy
data, BEMS operating parameters
standard setpoints and operating
requirements of building users.
Review guidance of typical
requirements for room use from
published data. Review opening/
closing and shift data for the site.
Develop energy use profiles from
energy data and assess obvious
discrepancies. Analyse electricity
and gas consumption including ‘halfhourly’ data, to identify potentially
problematic areas.
Arrange read-only access to BEMS
system through supervisor terminal
or other terminals with access
to read pages. Ask details on the
manufacturer and model of system,
and if unfamiliar with system, review
manufacturer information to gain
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drivers. The forecast is for a tripling
of the market by 2026 from 2017.
However, ensuring data security will
be a key factor in mitigating client
concerns for both legal obligations
and building operational security.
Market forces and technology
improvements are providing lower
cost solutions, especially in sensors
and controllers and BIM protocols
are giving impetus to open source
protocols allowing a greater
connectivity than could be envisaged
even three years ago.

an understanding of the system. If
necessary, request that someone
familiar with the system and system
access is available to provide
guidance through the system at the
time of the audit.

BEMS audit checklist
Prepare a BEMS audit checklist
setting out a list of the items to check
in relation to the BEMS during the
audit
During the site visit:
• assess suitability for purpose
– does the installed system meet
the client’s expectation in terms of
control monitoring, management
and control. Are there any
opportunities to connect additional
installed equipment?;
• system graphics – are they
providing the required information?;
• sensor and actuator integrity
– are they connected and working
appropriately?;
• installed plant – is it connected,
providing feedback and being
controlled appropriately?;
• control strategy and logic – are
they suitable for the operational
requirements of the building?;
• check the time scheduling and
temperature setpoints against
operational requirements.
• weather compensation - is data
being received and acted upon?;
• plant sequencing and control
– are there any conflicts between
systems?;
• interaction with any other control
systems- is data being transmitted
and acted upon?;
• internal comfort – are
temperature setpoints correct and
relevant to room use. Are they being
maintained or is there evidence of
poor comfort being experienced?;
• operational constraints- are
they suitable for the building/room
use? Have there been changes
in operations since installation/
commissioning?;
• system access and trainingis there system access and has
appropriate training been given?;
• maintenance regimes of
BEMS – have there been software
updates against manufacturers
recommended schedules and
are there any failed components?
Review sensors and setpoints

Multiple energy inputs

for obvious discrepancies such
as outside temperature sensors
stating -5oC during summer, and
note discrepancies and schedule
for further investigation. Check
maintenance manuals; and
• are maintenance regimes of plant
and equipment up to date? Are there
any obvious maintenance issues?
Check maintenance manuals.

Deliver maximum eﬀiciency
The overall aim of the audit is a
BEMS that operates plant to deliver
maximum efficiency against suitable
operation activities and occupant
comfort. The audit should provide
a report that includes identification
of energy savings opportunities,
recommended remedial measures
involving software, hardware or the
controlled plant; estimated savings,
costs and return on investment; other
measures to maintain the efficiency
of the system; training shortfalls and
a prioritised action plan.
All installations will require
maintenance and updating through
their lifecycle to maintain optimised
efficiency. When changes occur to
the operational requirements of
the building, change of ownership,
change of use, replacement
equipment is important to review
the BEMS installation to ensure
strategy is suitable and the system is
operating to the new requirements.

Typical failures include:
• change of use not being factored
into BEMS strategies;
• failure of components, sensors,
timeclocks, software;
• changed settings to manual and
not returning them to automatic;
• settings such as temperature
setpoints are altered and not always
restored to their original values
which leads to excess energy use;
• faulty sensors and erroneous
readings not being investigated;
• changes in the use of specific
areas of a building without reviewing
and setting the BEMS setpoints and
time settings for the most efficient
operation;
• failure to consider and factor in
changes to building layouts such
a zoning or removing or adding
partitions into the BEMS settings to
optimise performance;
• poor maintenance regime
of BEMS components, software
updating and calibration leading
to loss of optimised control and
accuracy;
• failure or intermittent network
access or stability; and
• poor interoperability.
With the continued drive by
national governments to meet
climate change objectives, energy
costs, energy security requirements
and rise of big data, BEMS can
provide solutions to meet these

Key future drivers will be the need
to integrate multiple energy inputs;
energy storage and optimised reuse;
implement supply and demand
side response; greater automation
and Internet of Things interaction;
facilitate behaviour change
strategies; follow-me technologies;
adaptive materials; greater user
control and interconnectivity
down to single user requirement
(employee can control desk
space environment through APP
control for instance). It is easy to
envisage Artificial Intelligence
(AI) having a substantial impact
on the assessment and control of
buildings, analysing, predicting and
implementing control strategy on a
substantial amount of internal and
external data sources with the ability
to react to multiple input variable on
a real time basis.
With the global market1 for BEMS
forecast to rise from $4bn in 2017 to
$13.1bn by 2026, it is clear that this
is a fast growing market and that
there are opportunities and benefits
in maintaining effective operation,
updating and adapting existing
installations and ensuring that they
are working effectively. Regular
commissioning is recommended
to ensure optimised control and
understanding of their operation.
Auditing is an effective way to
maintain their effectiveness and
achieve the benefits that clients
expect.

Reference
1) https://www.i-scoop.eu/
building-management-buildingmanagement-systems-bms/buildingenergy-management-systems-bems/
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ENTRY FORM
BEMS
Please mark your answers on the sheet below by placing a cross in the box next to the
correct answer. Only mark one box for each question. You may find it helpful to mark the
answers in pencil first before filling in the final answers in ink. Once you have completed
the answer sheet in ink, return it to the address below. Photocopies are acceptable.

QUESTIONS
1. What is the forecast market for global
BEMS in 2026?
■
■
■
■

$4.0 billion
$13.1 billion
$18.6 billion
$112.0 billion

2. What is a recognised standard for a
Building Energy Audit?
■
■
■
■

BS EN 28227
BS EN 16247 – part 2
BS 7671
BS EN 18001

3. What would be recognised as an open
protocol in relation to BEMS?
■
■
■
■

BACnet
Intel
VOIP
Vodaphone

4. What would lead to failure of a BEMS?
■
■
■
■

Regular software updates
Good maintenance procedures
Faulty components
Regular commissioning

5. What does the BEMS control?
■
■
■
■

Fire Alarm Systems
Production lines
Internal Environment
Telecoms network

6. What does IoT mean in relation to
BEMS?
■
■
■
■

Internet of Things
Internet of Temperature
Internal operating Temperature
Instant on Time

7. The control strategy for a building should
be?
■ The same for every building
■ Suitable for the operational
requirements of the building
■ Based on a standard set of data and
never change
■ Have no ability to change to suit local
environmental condition
8. The BS EN 15232:2017 standard sets out
energy performance classes for?
■ Building automation and control on an A
to G basis
■ Building automation and control on an
A+ basis
■ Building automation and control on an
ad hoc basis
■ Building automation and control on an A
to D basis
9. The overall aim of BEMS is to?
■ Deliver maximum energy efficiency
against suitable operational activities and
occupant comfort.
■ Have full control of all systems within
the building
■ Provide information on utility use to the
utility companies
■ Lodge data on energy use to national
registers
10.To meet class A of BS EN 15232:2017 a BEMS
should provide?
■
■
■
■

No control over daylight
Individual room control
Single setpoint for ventilation
Allow outdoor temperature control
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Heat Pumps – A Low
Carbon Solution

Turning sunlight
into electricity

Purchasing energy

By David Hart, director, Energy Intelligent Solutions

eat pumps are devices
that transfer heat from
one place to another, and,
critically, upgrade the
temperature of that heat.
In practical terms, a heat pump is
equivalent to a refrigeration system.
A typical heat pump in a
commercial space heating
application might upgrade heat from
outside at ambient temperature to
warm air at say 30OC, or to water
at 50OC. In an industrial setting,
the heat pump might, for example,
recover waste heat from a cold
process stream at 30OC and upgrade
that heat to water at 80OC.
The heat pump process is shown
schematically in Figure 1. In this
example, 0.75MW of heat is being
extracted from the low temperature
heat source and upgraded to 1MW
of heat at a higher temperature,
using 0.25MW of power. Ignoring

energy losses, the power into the
compressor plus the heat from the
source is equal to the heat delivered
to the heat sink.
A conventional refrigeration
system is such a device, transferring
heat from a cooled space and
rejecting it, along with the
energy from compression of the
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Figure 1 - schematic Diagram of a heat pump transferring heat from a low temperature
heat source to a higher temperature heat sink, using electricity in the compressor
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Recovering waste heat

he first known use of the
term photovoltaic was
circa 1889, according to
the International Scientific
Vocabulary’s confirmation of
its origin and etymology.
The definition of photovoltaic is: “of,
relating to, or utilising the generation
of a voltage when radiant energy falls
on the boundary between dissimilar
substances (such as two different
semiconductors).”
The voltaic part of photovoltaic
comes from the name of Alessandro
Volta, inventor of the electric battery.
Unlike photoelectric cells which use
electricity for certain small tasks,
photovoltaic cells actually produce
electricity. Solar cells, the standard
type of photovoltaic cells (often called
simply photocells), operate without
chemicals and with no moving parts to
create energy directly from sunlight.
Much research is now being done on
creating an alternative technology—
solar film, which could be stuck onto
almost any surface, or even sprayed on.
Photovoltaic (PV) cells, convert
sunlight directly into electricity. PV
gets its name from the process of
converting light (photons) to electricity
(voltage), which is called the ‘PV effect’.
The PV effect was discovered in 1954,
when scientists at Bell Telephone
discovered that silicon (an element
found in sand) created an electric
charge when exposed to sunlight. Soon
solar cells were being used to power
space satellites and smaller items like
calculators and watches.

The opportunity to recover waste
heat from refrigeration systems
exists in many diverse sectors: in the
(petro)chemicals sector where there
is concurrent heating and cooling, in
food manufacture, in some offices, in
data centres where there is adjacent
heating demand, and in pubs and
restaurants, for example.
In Figure 1, the efficiency of
the heat pump, or coefficient of

Traditional solar cells are made from
silicon, are usually flat-plate, and are
generally the most efficient. Secondgeneration solar cells are called
thin-film solar cells because they are
made from amorphous silicon or nonsilicon materials such as cadmium
telluride. Thin film solar cells use layers
of semiconductor materials only a
few micrometers thick. Because of

refrigerant, generally to outside
via the condensers. A cold store
refrigeration system, for example,
might remove heat at -20OC and
discharge the energy to outside at
30OC.
The refrigeration system can
be regarded as a heat pump if the
energy rejected is usefully used,
which is generally not the case. With
refrigeration, the focus is on the ‘cold
end’ of the system, with heat pumps
it is on the ‘hot end’. Normally, the
cooling at the cold end of a heat
pump will cool the ambient air rather
than anything useful, for example
in air source or ground source
heat pumps, although in an ideal
installation the cooling is useful too.

Silicon the most efficient

how a photovoltaic system works

their flexibility, thin film solar cells can
double as rooftop shingles and tiles,
building facades, or the glazing for
skylights.
Third-generation solar cells are
being made from a variety of new
materials besides silicon, including
solar inks using conventional printing
press technologies, solar dyes, and
conductive plastics. Some new solar
cells use plastic lenses or mirrors to
concentrate sunlight onto a very small
piece of high efficiency PV material.
The PV material is more expensive,
but because so little is needed, these
systems are becoming cost effective for
use by utilities and industry. however,
because the lenses must be pointed
at the sun, the use of concentrating
collectors is limited to the sunniest
parts of the world.
PV modules and arrays are just
one part of a PV system. Systems also
include mounting structures that
point panels toward the sun, along
with the components that take the

direct-current (DC) electricity produced
by modules and convert it to the
alternating-current (AC) electricity used
to power all of the appliances in your
home.
Solar photovoltaic modules are
where the electricity gets generated,
but are only one of the many parts in
a complete photovoltaic (PV) system.
In order for the generated electricity
to be useful in the built environment, a
number of other technologies must be
in place.
PV arrays must be mounted on
a stable, durable structure that can
support the array and withstand wind,
rain, hail, and corrosion over decades.
These structures tilt the PV array at a
fixed angle determined by the local
latitude, orientation of the structure,
and electrical load requirements. To
obtain the highest annual energy
output, modules in the northern
hemisphere are pointed due south and
inclined at an angle equal to the local
latitude. rack mounting is currently the

nergy is the lifeblood of
commerce, business and
industry. Organisations are
now spending more on energy
than they have ever done
before, and, energy spend will only
go in one direction in the future – up.
Therefore, the purchasing of energy is a
vital activity in the energy management
and procurement profession.
In this CPD article we will take
a look at the energy markets and
how legislation is impacting future
pricing of energy. We will look at the
two predominant energy sources of
electricity and gas and how these
markets operate and consider the
information needed to procure energy
in these markets. Finally, we will look at
practical steps to take when procuring
energy.
There are many factors that affect
energy markets and their price and
stability including:
Global Supply – Global energy
producers such as Saudi Arabia and
the USA have major influence over
oil output and prices. Coupled with
European gas connections with
Russia it can be quickly understood
that the availability and price of
energy can vary. Factors such as this
mean that the stability of energy can
be volatile depending upon global
events. While gas in the UK is not
imported directly from Russia, their
two largest customers, Germany and
the Netherlands, are connected to the
UK via two major gas pipelines. 57 per
cent of the UK’s gas is supplied from
imports1 and this is predicted to rise
to 93 per cent by 20402, with Norway
supplying approximately 61 per cent of
the gas that the UK imports.3
Political Intervention – Governments intervene in the energy market
to attempt reforms – however this
has directly increased energy costs. A
sample of these reforms include the
Climate Change Act, Renewable Energy
Directive, Energy Act, Feed-in Tariff,
Renewables Obligation and Climate
Change Levy. The Climate Change Act
(CCA) was enforced in 2008 with the
aim of cutting carbon emissions by 37
per cent by 2020 and 80 per cent by
2050 against a 1990 baseline.4 Five-

Figure 1: energy market forces

year carbon budgets have also been
set until 2032, which act as milestones
to achieve the 2050 reduction targets
set by the CCA. The Renewable Energy
Directive requires all members of the
European Union (EU) to commit to
producing and promoting renewable
energy, with a target of 20 per cent
renewable energy generation by
2020.5 The Energy Act ensures that
energy demands are met despite the
discontinuation of older power plants
and decarbonisation by investing more
money into new infrastructure and
schemes. Other measures in place in
the UK include the Feed-in Tariffs (FiT)
scheme which promotes the use of
technologies that generate renewable
and low-carbon electricity typically on
a small-scale, by requiring electricity
suppliers to make payments for the
generation and export of electricity
to eligible installations. Support for
large-scale generation of renewable
electricity is offered through the
Renewables Obligation (RO) in which
electricity suppliers source increased
electricity from renewable sources.
The Climate Change Levy (CCL) is
a tax applied to the energy bill of
non-domestic consumers in the UK
to encourage a reduction in energy
consumption and emissions unless
they source or supply low-carbon or
renewable fuels.

Traded commodity – Energy is
a commodity that is traded on the
stock exchange, meaning that prices
constantly fluctuate and there are
both good and bad times to purchase
energy. Trading enables energy to be
bought in advance, from the short term
to much longer term. For example,
energy can be purchased for the day,
week, month, quarter, season, year
and up to five years ahead. As this
is possible, prices can be locked for
identified volumes (a price lock is a
firm commitment to Take-Or-Pay).
Hedging is a different option, behaving
like an insurance policy where a fee is
paid upfront to guarantee a capped
commodity price. If the market ends
up being higher than the cap, the
counterpart refunds the difference.
capacity – The UK infrastructure is
ageing, has had little investment and
is nearing capacity. 20 per cent of the
UK’s electricity generation capacity
has been lost since 2010 due to the
closure of power stations, and it is
estimated that a further 35 per cent will
be lost by the end of 2030, however
peak demand is expected to increase,
adding further pressure to meet our
needs.6 Energy distributors charge
customers on the amount of energy
they use, coupled with the maximum
demand, and customers are charged
on this peak demand whether they
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The Energy Institute (EI) is the professional body for the
energy industry, developing and sharing knowledge, skills
and good practice towards a safe, secure and sustainable
energy system. The EI supports energy managers by offering
membership and professional registrations including
Chartered Energy Manager, as well as workshops, events,
training and networking opportunities across the UK and
overseas. It also produces a number of freely available
knowledge resources such as its online Energy Matrix and
energy management guide.

